WHERE ARE WE?

Location
The building housing Agire Foundation is located near the Lugano Nord freeway exit,
heading towards Ponte Tresa/Lamone, and can also be reached by public transport via the
Lugano and Lamone FFS stations. The public transport stop is called Manno Suglio.
The Technopole and AGIRE Foundation are located on the 5th floor of the Suglio Business
Center in Manno. Entering the building from the EAST entrance, the elevators are located on
the right. Once you reach the 5th floor, take the corridor immediately to the right,
proceeding to the atrium located in front of our office. The rest of the Technopole covers
most of the 5th floor.

Parking spaces
There are a few outdoor parking spaces available for visitors, entering from the east side and
heading toward the entrance to the underground garage (GPS coordinates 46°01'48.9"N
8°55'22.3"E (46.030239, 8.922858)).
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The " suppliers/visitors" parking spaces outside can be used for a maximum of 2 hours. We
recommend our visitors to respect this duration, as the owners of the building are strict and
forced removals of illicit vehicles are possible.
Upon request, for visits to the Technopole lasting longer than 2 hours, it is possible to ask
Agire Foundation for a parking in the underground garage. Access to the garage is possible
only after booking and entering the car's license plate number in the system. To access,
approach the barrier slowly and wait for the system to detect your license plate number and
allow entry.

GUEST PARKING

The direction of Agire Foundation
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